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Juvo’tron Sniper Rifle

The Juvo-tron is a sniper rifle created by a Shukaren soldier by the name of Juvolien. It was designed in
ER 500 and made available in ER 516(before YE era).

Stats

Designer: Juvolien Ma’trona
Manufacturer: S.A.M.
Length: 1,212 mm’s
Role: Anti-Infantry
Nomenclature: Ne-W6-1A
Mass: 28kgs

Price: 12,000 Rn

About

The Juvo’tron is a sniper rifle used by Shukaren infantrymen for long range engagement. It’s got a long
barrel with a stock toward the rear that can be modified for use. It’s got a scope that can be attached to
the top of the rifle but also a bipod that a soldier can attach for use in steady aiming or for getting a more
accurate long range hit.

The rifle itself is easy to maintain, as all parts can be removed without much hassle. Most of the rifle is
made out of titanium, but some areas such as the stock and hand guard are made out of hardwood.

Appearance

The rifle, including stock and barrel, is nearly one thousand one hundred and twenty one millimeters long
(1,121 mm). The stock, handhold and guards are made out of hardwood, while the remaining rifle is
designed out of titanium for toughness and durability. There is an attach point for a long-range scope,
while the front area of the rifle just under the barrel has another point for a bipod.

The stock has enough internal space for two additional magazines.

Specifications
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Ammunition

The weapon uses the A48C1 Nero’cro for ammo.

Firing Mechanisms

The weapon utilizes bolt action to fire its round. The bolt is located on the rifles right rear side. The
shooter operate the bolt manually by pushing it back to bring a round up from the magazine, or drum,
then pushing it forward to lock the round in place. When fired, the bolt is pulled back and the round is
ejected outward while a new round is shoved into the chamber.

Firing Modes

There are two firing modes: Safe and Fire.

Scope

The sniper scope has a twelve times zoom feature, along with thermal and infra-red displays. The scope
is electronic, and can also be programmed to display range to target, and to display distances of targets
in the scopes field.

Bipod

Unless removed, the front of the rifle is equipped with a telescoping bipod to help steady the weapon
when on the ground.

Feed System

The rifle is designed to use either a six or ten round magazines.

Modifications

The weapon can be equipped with the following modification:
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Modification Description Cost
Suppressor Reduces Noise 582 Rn
Muzzle Brake Reduces recoil and redirects gases 600 Rn
Ported Barrel Directs gases to the side after firing 500 Rn
Flash Suppressor Reduces muzzle flash 760 Rn

Check: Firearm Terminology for descriptions of above items.
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